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Instruments & detectors	
Why do we need instruments? 
o  detect the light signal 
o  extract specific information from it 
o  transform it to other format (e.g. digital) 
 
Detectors: human eye, photography, CCD cameras and 
filters, spectrographs (prisms, gratings), polarimeters, etc. 



Instruments & detectors	
A telescope can have many detectors at different foci. 
 

GALEX	



Optical detectors: CCD	
Charged couple devices (CCD):  
•  conversion of photons into electrons 
•  made of a grid of pixels 
•  made of semiconductors (silicon) 
 
 Atoms in a silicon crystal have electrons arranged in discrete energy bands. 

 

Most e- are in 
valence band 
until they 
absorb a 
photon 
(photoelectric 
effect)  
 λ = 1µm	

CCD only sensitive to 
shorter wavelengths 
 

Hole and 
e- quickly 
recombine 
 



Optical detectors: CCD	
Charged couple devices (CCD):  
 
 

•  Photons entering CCD 
create electron-hole pairs	

•  Electrons are attracted to 
positive potential 
creating ¨charge packets¨	

•  Each packet corresponds 
to one pixel 	

	



Optical detectors: CCD	

•  Every third electrode shares same 
voltage 

•  Charge is moved by modulating 
voltages on electrodes on surface 
of CCD 
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CCD	
Conveyor belt analogy 
 
 

Photons 
 
 

CCD 
 
Serial register 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Output amplifier 



CCD	
CCD: Examples 



CCD	
CCD: Examples 

DECam	
62 CCDs 520 million 
pixels 	



CCD	
Quantum efficiency (QE): effectiveness to produce 
electron charge from photons 
 

Astronomical CCDs have QE~90-100% 

Lesser (2015)	



CCD	
Quantum efficiency (QE): effectiveness to produce 
electron charge from photons 
 
ADU: Analog to digital units. Each pixel has some counts of 
ADU. 
 
Gain: amplification of initial number of pixel photoelectrons 
into final ADU counts:   
gain = # of electrons/ #counts [e-/ADU] 
 
This is chosen so that maximum ADU matches the Full well 
depth (maximum charge a pixel can hold). 
 



CCD linearity	
Linearity of response: 
amount of photons is 
linearly proportional to 
signal over large range 
Saturation: max. number 
of electrons in potential 
well of pixel is reached  
è non-linear response 



Sources of noise	
•  Shot noise or Poisson noise: statistical 

fluctuations of discrete particles of charge/light. 
At high N*, target counts [e-/s/pix]: 

σ * ≈ N* ×QE × t



Sources of noise	
•  Shot noise or Poisson noise: statistical 

fluctuations of discrete particles of charge/light. 
At high N*, target counts [e-/s/pix]: 

σ * ≈ N* ×QE × t

•  Sky or background noise: Poisson noise from the sky, with the 
count rate S [e-/s/pix] (depends for example on moon  

     phase or light pollution): 

On the other side, the most light-polluted country is Singapore,
where the entire population lives under skies so bright that the eye
cannot fully dark-adapt to night vision. Other populations experiencing
this level of light pollution are Kuwait (98%), Qatar (97%), United Arab
Emirates (93%), Saudi Arabia (83%), South Korea (66%), Israel (61%),
Argentina (58%), Libya (53%), and Trinidad and Tobago (50%); all of
these countries have more than half of their inhabitants living under
extremely bright skies.

The possibility of seeing the Milky Way from home is precluded to
all of Singapore, San Marino, Kuwait, Qatar, and Malta inhabitants,
and for 99%, 98%, and 97% of the population of United Arab Emirates,
Israel, and Egypt, respectively. The countries with the largest part of
their territory where the Milky Way is hidden by light pollution are
Singapore and San Marino (100%), Malta (89%), West Bank (61%),
Qatar (55%), Belgium and Kuwait (51%), Trinidad and Tobago and the
Netherlands (43%), and Israel (42%).

Among the G20 countries, Saudi Arabia and South Korea have
the highest percentage of the population exposed to extremely bright
skies, whereas Germany is the least polluted using this same measure.
The territories of Italy and SouthKorea are themost polluted among the
G20 countries, whereasAustralia is the least polluted. As a reminder, the
results presented here are computed for 1 a.m. observations tomatch
satellite overpasses, implying that the situation in the early evening is
even worse.

Figure 11 shows the population statistics for the G20 countries. Figure
12 shows the area statistics for the G20 countries. Figures 13 and 14 show

the population statistics for the 20 least polluted countries and the 20
most polluted countries. The complete results of the analysis are reported
in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

The atlas has been computed using several constant assumptions, includ-
ing the transparency of the atmosphere, the upward emission function
of cities, the spectrum of artificial lights, and the hour of the night of the
observation. The more the actual conditions differ from these assump-
tions, the greater the deviation in artificial light will be compared to the
atlas prediction. In particular, observation sites near oil-well flares (for
example, in North Dakota, North Sea, Sahara, and elsewhere) or vol-
canoes (for example, Kilauea volcano on Hawaii Big Island) are pre-
dicted to be far brighter than our eyes would perceive the sky mainly
because of the near-infrared sensitivity of the VIIRS and secondarily be-
cause of the different upward emission function. Other sources of dif-
ferences between prediction and actual measurements may be as follows:
snow coverage, different outdoor lighting habits (for example, effective
laws against light pollution), the presence of atypical lights (for example,
greenhouse lighting, fishing lights, and gas flares), curfew, the presence
of temporary lights detected by satellites that are no longer active, and
vice versa.

Snow coverage acts by enhancing the upward flux coming from
cities, and an almost linear relationship between ground reflectance and

Fig. 5. Maps of Europe’s artificial sky brightness, in twofold increasing steps, as a ratio to the natural sky brightness (assumed to be 174 mcd/m2).
(A) The map shows the artificial sky brightness in V-band, as in the other maps. (B) The map shows the forecast of the perceived sky brightness for a dark-
adapted eye after a transition toward 4000K CCT LED technology, without increasing the photopic flux of currently installed lamps. Table 1 indicates the
meaning of each color level.
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S ×QE × t



Sources of noise	
•  Shot noise or Poisson noise: statistical 

fluctuations of discrete particles of charge/light. 
At high N*, target counts [e-/s/pix]: 

N* ×QE × t

 
•  Dark current: thermal fluctuations: some 

electrons jump potential well of CCD 
 

S ×QE × t
•  Sky or background noise: noise from the sky, with the count rate S 

[e-/s/pix] (depends for example on moon  
     phase or light pollution): 

ID × t

Falchi=16	

-  depends on temperature	
-  is proportional to time. 	
-  With ID [e/s/pix] as the dark current:	



Sources of noise	
•  Shot noise or Poisson noise: statistical 

fluctuations of discrete particles of charge/light. 
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•  Dark current: thermal fluctuations: some 

electrons jump potential well of CCD 

 

S ×QE × t
•  Sky or background noise: noise from the sky, with the count rate S 

[e-/s/pix] (depends for example on moon  
     phase or light pollution): 

ID × t 
•  Readout noise (RON): electronic noise [e/pix] 

from imperfect electronic devices. It 
depends on temperature, read-out speed, 
amplifier… 

Nr
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Signal-to-noise	

SNR = N*QEt

N* + S( )QEt + IDt + NR2

signal	

shot	 sky	 dark	 readout	

Note that N*,S and QE are 
a function of wavelength!!  



Signal-to-noise	
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in multi-pinned-phase (MPP) mode. The largest contribution 
to dark current results from the interface between the silicon 
dioxide and the epitaxial silicon layer within the CCD. MPP 
devices are fabricated and operated in such a way as to 
significantly reduce this source of thermal charge generation.  
In practical terms, the noise arising from dark current should 
be reduced by cooling the CCD to a point at which its 
contribution is negligible over a typical exposure time.

Read Noise

Electronic noise sources inherent to the camera system and 
the CCD also introduce uncertainty in the measured signal.  
Collectively these noise components are referred to as read 
noise and represent the error introduced during the process 
of quantifying the electronic signal on the CCD. The major 
component of read noise arises from the on-chip preamplifier.  
Spurious charge also contributes to the overall read noise of 
the imaging system.

HCCD camera systems are able to lower read noise by 
employing carefully designed electronics. For instance, to 
lessen CCD preamplifier noise, CCD designers employ the 
latest advances in high-resolution photolithography to 
reduce the feature sizes of on-chip amplifiers, a step that 
directly reduces capacitance and thus allows more sensitivity. 
Additionally, dual-slope integrators or correlated double 
sampling methods are used to filter out specific components 
of read noise, such as kTC noise and 1/f noise.  

The signal-to-noise ratio for a CCD camera can be calculated 
as follows:

Equation 1

Photometrics can provide quantum efficiency, dark current, 
and read noise parameters for each CCD, camera head, 
and digitization rate offered. If the incident light levels are 
known, these parameters can be used to determine the SNR 
for any Roper Scientific camera system. Note that because 
incident photon flux, background photon flux, and quantum 
efficiency are each a function of wavelength, Equation 1 must 
be integrated over all wavelengths of interest when a CCD is 
exposed to a broad-band radiation source. Under low-light-
level conditions, read noise exceeds photon noise and the 
image data is said to be read-noise limited. The integration 
time can be increased until photon noise exceeds both read 
noise and dark noise. At this point the image is said to be 
photon-noise limited.

Figure 2 plots the SNR as a function of exposure time using 
Equation 1 with parameters typical of a high-performance 
camera designed for low-light-level imaging applications. In 
this example, read noise is the dominant noise source for short 
exposure times. For this region of the graph, Equation 1 can 
be simplified as shown in Equation 2.

Equation 2

Figure 2. Under low-light-level conditions, high-performance 
CCD camera systems become photon-noise limited at shorter 
exposure times.

P = photon flux incident on the CCD
  (photons/pixel/second)
B = background photo flux incident on the CCD
  (photons/pixel/second) — background light can
  arise from many sources and is usually scattered light
  that is not of interest to the observer — when the
  signal is the only source of light, B equals 0
Qe = quantum efficiency of the CCD
t = integration time (seconds)
D = dark current (electrons/pixel/second) — as
  discussed earlier, dark noise equals the square
  root of Dt 
Nr = read noise (electrons rms/pixel)

SNR = N*QEt

N* + S( )QEt + IDt + NR2



Exposure time calculators	
Given your telescope and detector specifications, 
and a given target you want to observe, what is the 
integration time to achieve a certain signal? 
•  Given a magnitude m* of an object (and a 

reference star mref and Nref):  

•  Solve the SNR equation for exposure time t 
 
 

N* = Nref ×10
− m*−mref( )/2.5



FORS2-VLT	
VLT Telescope characteristics: 
q  Ritchey-Chretien telescope 
q  Aperture diameter: 8m 
q  Secondary diameter: 1m 
q  Focal length: 120m 
q  Alt-az mount 
 



FORS2-VLT	
VLT Telescope characteristics: 
q  Ritchey-Chretien telescope 
q  Aperture diameter: 8m 
q  Secondary diameter: 1m 
q  Focal length: 120m 
q  Alt-az mount 
 
FORS2 Instrument characteristics: 
q  Observing modes: imaging,  
spectroscopy, polarimetry  
q  Size: two CCDS of 2000 x 4000 pixel 
q  Pixel size:  15 x 15 μm 
q  Field of view: 6.8’ x 6.8’ 
q  Focal length: 1233mm 



1) How long do we need to expose at VLT with the imaging 
mode of FORS2 to obtain S/N = 10,50,100 for: 
•  SU Cyg (V=7mag) - variable, VW Hya (V=12mag) – 

eclipsing binary, ULAS J1342+0928 (U=20.3mag) - quasar 
•  Dumbbell M27 (V=7.5, A=8’.0x5’.6) – planetary nebula, 

Andromeda - M31 (V=17, A=3.167°x1°) - galaxy, Orion 
nebula, NGC-2362, NGC-7098 

Use of exposure time calculator: 
https://www.eso.org/observing/etc/ 
 
 
 

FORS2-VLT	



2) How would the images look like in the field of view of 
FORS2 for same objects: 
•  SU Cyg (V=7mag) - variable, VW Hya (V=12mag) – 

eclipsing binary, ULAS J1342+0928 (U=20.3mag) - quasar 
•  Dumbbell M27 (V=7.5, A=8’.0x5’.6) – planetary nebula, 

Andromeda - M31 (V=17, A=3.167°x1°) - galaxy, Orion 
nebula, NGC-2362, NGC-7098 

 
 
Use of field-of-view: 
https://observability.date/ 
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